
BRALNO RAZUMEVANJE 

 

Preberi pogovor med Philom in Catherine, ki se pogovarjata o svojih sobah. Za 

vsako od vprašanj (1-7) v razpredelnici s kljukico označi, za koga velja.  

 

What is a typical home like? Where is it? How many unusual houses are there in the 

world? Would you like to live in a house looking like a shoe or a plane? What about a 

house made of glass? People can practically live anywhere in anything — but some 

do it better than others.  

On the internet, one can find many poor houses, many rich houses and many very 

unusual homes, too. There are houses on rocks in the middle of islands, there are 

homes made in old railway stations, factories, lighthouses, water towers, aeroplanes 

and shipwrecks. People build houses in the shapes of a teapot, a spaceship, a car, or 

even a pyramid. These are romantic, unusual homes, but on the other hand, homes 

like that can cause many problems. Imagine living in a windmill and trying to find 

furniture for the rooms that are round!  

Many people live on boats on the rivers. There are cabins on the boats with a kitchen 

and small bedrooms. People eat and sleep on the boats and they like being outside in 

the sun in the afternoon. Many boat houses are parked on the shores, but not all of 

them. Then people need a small boat that takes them to the land.  

Some people build their unusual home inside a hill. That makes their house an 

underground house. A house inside a hill has very small windows and a door. It saves 

energy and it’s cool in summer and warm in winter.  

In some poor parts of the world people also build houses from wood, paper, or straw. 

Many houses only have soil on the ground and others only have door mats on the floor. 

There are also many houses where people don’t have beds. They sleep on the floor. 

Also, there are more people sleeping in the same bedroom, especially in Africa.  

On the other hand, there are many very rich, modern houses that look like castles, they 

have big swimming pools and big gardens. They have more than five bedrooms, three 

bathrooms, two kitchens, guest rooms and more!  

Also, these days people build eco houses. An eco house is a house made of materials 

that conserve heat and absorb solar energy. Eco houses are more economical and 

ecological than normal houses.  



Some people decide to live in a ‘moving’ home. It can be a normal caravan or even a 

London double-decker bus with two floors and whenever you want to move, you just 

drive somewhere else and park it there.  

 

 

  Phil Catherine 

1 Who has got a PlayStation in the room?   

2 Whose favourite colour is beige?   

3 Who wants to sit in the new armchair while watching the film?   

4 Who shares the room with younger sister?   

5 Who likes the bed, the desk and the comfortable chair?   

6 Whose parents don’t allow a computer in the room?   

7 Who has got a lot of toys in the room?   

 


